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  COLOUR IN YOUR LIFE  

 2017 Artist Pack  

 

Market yourself to an international audience and take your career 
as an artist to the next level. 

Vision: To build a library of the minds of artists; to preserve a digital record of creative 

spirit, culture and techniques for future generations. 

About : Colour In Your Life 

Put Some Colour In Your Life, or Colour In Your Life (CIYL), is an art education television 
show founded by master artist and CEO Graeme Stevenson in 2011. It began in the small 
town of Murwillumbah, located between Byron Bay and the Gold Coast in Northern New 
South Wales, Australia. From this uniquely artistic region it has spread to include artists 
from the rest of Australia and the world.   

 Art and what is does for our society is incredibly important to the spirit and souls 

of all that see it. Graeme Stevenson 

 
The  CIYL TV Series is an art educational 
archive. It is a digital record of the many 
varied talents and techniques of visual 
artists.  The television show is now in its is 
now in its 16th season and has recorded 
over 200 artists.  It has reached over 30 
million of viewers. The show gets 
thousands of responses from both the 
viewers and the artists explaining how the 
show as has positively affected their lives 
their lives.  
 

 

It’s only a month since the show hit the YouTube channel and already I’ve had 

over 7,000 views.  A lovely lady named Julie from New Zealand saw my episode 

and fell in love with a painting in the background and purchased it. Rhonda 

Armistead – Season Thirteen, Episode Two 

 

https://www.colourinyourlife.com.au/tv-show
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The CIYL website runs seamlessly in conjunction with the TV Series. It is an international arts 
hub as well as a gallery, a shop and an art business directory. It hosts an international 
community forum so creative knowledge can be shared, art work can be displayed, and 
international relationships can be built through conversations. The television series and 
website offers investors, educators, students, teachers, and people all over the world the 
chance to have access to the enormous creative energy that is part of the minds of right-
brained people.  
 

Where can you see the shows? 

The CIYL TV shows are seen on many social media platforms including: Facebook, You tube, 
Pinterest, Twitter, Vimeo, Opera TV and can m be found on your Smart TV.  They have been 
purchased by libraries, universities, colleges, school, jails, and other educational institutions 
from around the world. The show is available for purchase by television stations around the 
world.  It is currently screening in Australia,  UK, USA  New Zealand, Austria, Ireland and 
Canada over 300 stations. See the full list here. 

 
Current statistics 
 
 CIYL Website: 4,000 + members  YouTube: 71,000 + subscribers  Facebook : 30,000+ followers 

 
Watch this video to see how it all works! 

 

 
 

https://www.colourinyourlife.com.au/
https://www.colourinyourlife.com.au/tv-show/stations-we-air-on/
https://youtu.be/P78Gt0jNaXg
https://youtu.be/P78Gt0jNaXg
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What do you get when you choose to become a featured artist 
for CIYL? 
  

1. A 24-minute TV show focused entirely on you, your artwork and your 
techniques.  
• An online sales tool for galleries, trade shows, private clients and investors all 

over the world. 

• Your show is made available on USB or online. 

• Your show is made available to a multitude of educational systems including 
colleges, universities and schools. 

• Your show is uploaded to: 
o The CIYL website 
o The CILYL YouTube channel and other online streaming systems including 

Vimeo, Opera TV, Zype 
 

2. Increased ranking on google and other search engines with the understanding 

that video is the most important SEO tool.  
 

3. Full membership of CIYL website 

o Receive a listing in our art business directory 

o Connect with global artists 

o Participate in community forums 

o Receive invitations to virtual networking events 

o Receive our newsletter 

o List unlimited gallery items 

o Sell through our shop and list unlimited shop products with 15% shop 

commission on sold items 

4. Business coaching: how to use the video pre and post production. 
5. The opportunity to change people’s lives and leave a legacy for the next 
generation. 

 “Dear Graeme just a short note (because due to Colour In Your Life, I don't have 

the time to write a substantial letter of thanks) to thank you for airing my series 

of Colour In Your Life, the response has been awesome!!!!!! 

My resin workshops are all filling up with people from all over the country, I will 

be accommodating people from Perth, Gold Coast, Sydney and New Castle. I am 

blown away by the response. My supplier has had calls from America, New 

Zealand, Perth and Darwin, not bad for a passionate little artist like myself. I can 
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only thank you and the very clever Sophia for her very skilled editing, for putting 

on a very entertaining session, showcasing resin art. 

Thank you Guys, I hope you will be responsible for making Hampton Art Supplies 

more successful by encouraging people to have a go, and put some colour in their 

lives” 

 

A Colour In Your Life episode takes one day to film on location at your studio. 
Alternative arrangements can be made if the artist wishes to travel to meet the 
team. 
 
There is a production cost to be involved in the show however the testimonials 
after 7 years of filming prove the amazing returns each artist has received by 
doing this. Read some testimonials here. 
 
 

 When you are ready to take your practice to the next level. 

 contact the team at natascha@colourinyourlife.com.au 
 

  

https://www.google.com.au/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=testimonials+colour+in+your+life&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&gfe_rd=cr&ei=MWZxWebyFLPr8AervZegBA
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Top 10 advantages of being on Colour In Your Life 

These are a few factors that should enable Artists to see why being a part of the series is 
extremely beneficial to an Artists career. 
 

1. Have over 5000 views on your episode sometimes in the first week alone. Don’t 
take our word for it, subscribe to our YouTube page and see for yourself. 
https://www.youtube.com/c/ColourinyourlifeAu 
 

2. Receive global exposure. In the last five years the world has been in a global slump, 
with at least 50% of galleries closing down. Established artists who have had a career 
of twenty years or more are still able to get into some galleries, but not all. Where 
does that leave the rest of the artists that want to expose their work to the public? 
What more can have established Artists do for their careers that will enable them 
to? 

 
3. Be aired on TV stations in over seven countries. The series is now aired in multiple 

countries with many more interested with what the CIYL series is doing for 
audiences, educators and artists. 

  

4. Rapidly growing audience on social media We have a growing audience through our 
YouTube channel and our Facebook page. The potential growth and exposure via 
these social media forums is huge and many of our artists have received 
commissions after the show has gone to air loaded.  

 
5. Massive return on investment The fee that is charged to be on the show, in 

comparison to taking out a good sized Ad in any of the Australian Art magazines is 
not even comparable.  A magazine Ad will possibly go to 20 or 30 thousand readers, 
who are most likely artists themselves, and can cost anywhere from four to twenty 
thousand dollars, depending on which magazine you are advertising in.  On most 
occasions it will not create any responses at all. The fee that is charged to be on the 

https://www.youtube.com/c/ColourinyourlifeAu
https://youtu.be/X00st_D7QmA
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show, in comparison to taking out a good sized Ad in any of the Australian Art 
magazines is not even comparable. Instead of being seen only for a month to those 
that may pick up the magazine, you will be seen globally across all of our platforms 
till the end of time. 

 
6. New modern form of exposure in the past the best way to expose your work was to 

have exhibitions. If your work was good enough, you entered art competitions, won 
prizes, so that the public could get to know what you were doing.  All well and good, 
and those practices still work, but with the technology that has been developed in 
the last two decades, through the internet and new media formats, the ability for 
many businesses to increase their world exposure is far greater than any other time 
in the history of human kind.  Colour In Your Life, the website and the TV series, is 
enabling artists to obtain a far greater public awareness than ever before. 
 

7. Have an online shop Our online shop has seen a marked increase in Artist’s sales for 
artists across the world. This is an amazing way to show the world an Artist’s 
creativity and to increase the amount of sales that you can make. 
 

8. A new promotional tool The 
show can be used as a tool for 
Artists to present themselves to 
art galleries and clients by 
including the URL in their 
promotional material. The 
episodes are currently available 
on YouTube, Vimeo and the 
Colour In Your Life website. A 
number of the Artists have seen a huge increase in their workshop and class sizes, 
and have been invited by many Art societies to teach as well. 
 

9. Be part of a new movement a number of the major Australian and International Art 
prizes are now looking to be a part of the Colour In Your Life format. They well 
understand that the printed media is not as strong as it used to be and the TV show 
has the ability to promote their Art prize for many years to come. 

 
10. Leave a legacy The Artists should look at this as being part of the educational legacy 

they leave behind. Margaret Olley has passed on and not one of her interviews was 
about her techniques or the way she did what she did. Could you imagine having a 
video of Picasso talking about how he did what he did? For years to come at no 
further cost to the Artists many thousands of people will be able to see who they are 
and what they do. 

 
 

When you are ready to take your practice to the next level. 

 contact the team at natascha@colourinyourlife.com.au 
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How to fund your own show 

We often hear from Artists about how tough things are financially.  Artists have been 
“starving” through out the centuries. Below are several innovative ways to fund your own 
show. 

1. Partner with a business Negotiate with a local tourist destination or business to 
sponsor your show in exchange for hosting the show at their location.  

2. Sponsorship  The show presents an amazing format for art manufacturers, 
wholesalers, frame shops and galleries to be a part of this great opportunity by 
sponsoring artists to be on the show. 

3. Approach past clients Use the show concept as an opportunity to talk to their 
existing and past clients. Perhaps they can buy some of your work in advance to fund 
the show. Artists who have spoken to their clients have been very surprised to find 
they have sold a number of pieces, as the clients are just as keen for the Artist to 
become well known due to the fact that they have their work. Plus, the editors of 
the show then put the clients name up in the show as a patron of the Arts in the 
credits. Once again a win-win for all involved with that Artists work. 

4. Speak with your local council or tourism organisation A number of Artists have 
been sponsored by their councils, as it gives the Colour In Your Life team a chance to 
promote the area on the show as well as the Artist. A win-win for everyone. 

5.  Apply for a grant We’ve had artists from regional Queensland apply for and receive 
grants that supported them being on the show. If you’d like to see some of those 
shows, head to Season Seven of our episodes. One of those being Sue Lederhose. 
https://www.colourinyourlife.com.au/tv-show-ep/sue-lederhose 

 
It’s simply a matter of thinking outside the box. It’s obvious that all Artists want to sell their 
work, but the old ways of doing business, or even advertising in magazines for absolutely no 
results are slowly going by the wayside. What better way to tell the world who you are for a 
long time to come than to have your own television program? 

When you are ready to take your practice to the next level. 

 contact the team at admin@colourinyourlife.com.au 
 

 

mailto:admin@colourinyourlife.com.au
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